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1. Introduction. Let ñ be a bounded Jordan region in the complex

z-plane whose boundary is denoted by T and let {SM} "_t be a family

of finite sequences of points on T. J. H. Curtiss [2] has posed the

problem of giving conditions on the curve T and on the families

{S(n)}"=1 so that, for any complex valued continuous function /

defined on T, the sequence of polynomials {Pn}n~u where Pn is a

polynomial of appropriate degree which takes the same values as /

in SM, converges in Í2. In [2] Curtiss obtains convergence theorems

for interpolation in the Fejér points for suitably smooth curves T. In

this note we make use of these results and we obtain similar con-

vergence theorems for a wider class of interpolation points. The con-

ditions on the families given here are sufficient and examples are

provided to show that, in the form stated, they cannot be weakened.

2. Asymptotically neutral families and a theorem of Curtiss. For

technical convenience we suppose that the origin of the z-plane is

contained in £1 Let z=«i>(w) be the one-to-one conformai mapping of

the exterior of the unit disc in the w-plane onto the complement of

Í2, normalized by requiring that <!?(«>)= » and $'(00) >0. There is

then a natural parametrization <f> of T obtained by extending <£ to a

homeomorphism of \w\ ^1 onto the complement of £2 and setting

4>(t) =$(e2lil), Ogigl. Extend the function <j> for all real values of t

by periodicity.

Let 5(n)= {z*Cn)}j=1, » = 1,2, • ■ -, be a family of sets of points on

T. We suppose that for each n the set SM consists of n distinct points

and that they are numbered in such a way that zkM =<b(tkin)) for

¿ = 1, 2, • • • , n, where OghM<hin)< • • • <<B(n,<l. The family

{r(n>}, TM = {/*(n)}Li for n = l, 2, • • • , will be referred to as the

parameter family associated with the family {5(n)}.

We form the Lagrange polynomials Ln[f; •] which interpolate in

the set SM to a function / defined on T. Introducing w„(z)

" Ilt-i (3—2*(n)). we have

r r,   i      v1      KZk )c0n(2)
L»\f\ z\ = y.-•
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The families {5(n)} most frequently occurring in the literature are

the Fejér points, that is, the family whose associated parameter

family is given by tkM = (k — 1)/m, k = l, 2, ■ ■ • , n, n = \, 2, • • • .

For such families on rectifiable curves we have [l] and [ó]

(1) lim - a>n(z)/cn =1,       z £ 0,

where c is the logarithmic capacity of T and the convergence is uni-

form on any closed subset of Í2. Families for which (1) holds have been

called equilibrium (in [ó]) and, more recently, asymptotically neutral

(in [4]), and are known to be of importance in many problems in

approximation theory. In particular, asymptotically neutral families

are appropriate for the problem considered here. Results obtained by

Curtiss in [2], when stated in our terminology, provide the following

basic theorem.

Theorem 1 (Curtiss). Let übe a bounded Jordan region containing

the origin whose boundary T is rectifiable and let [SM}ñ=i be an

asymptotically neutral family for which the Lagrange interpolation

operators {£,»[•; z]}"-i are uniformly bounded for z in any closed

subset of £2. Then for every complex valued continuous function f on T

the Lagrange interpolation polynomials {Ln[f; z]}%=1 converge to the

Cauchy integral off at z and uniformly on closed subsets of ß.

3. Results. It is the purpose of this note to point out that there is

a simple condition on the parameter family {F(n)} which insures

both that {Sin)} is asymptotically neutral and that the Lagrange

interpolation operators are uniformly bounded on closed subsets. If

we set 4+1 = 1+4(n) for w = l, 2, • • • , then this condition is

(*)
/") (») 1i*+i — h-

M
o(m-1),        as»'

Theorem 2 [7, Theorem 4]. Let T be a rectifiable Jordan curve. If

the parameter family { F(n)} associated with the family \ S(n)} satisfies

(#), then the family {SM} is asymptotically neutral on T.

The condition (#) is sharp for this theorem in the sense that if the

o(m-1) on the right-hand side is replaced by 0(n~l) then in general

the result is false. There are examples in [7].

In order to obtain boundedness for the Lagrange interpolation

operators it is convenient to restrict somewhat the class of Jordan

regions considered. We will say that the Jordan region il has a smooth

boundary if the mapping function i> has a nonzero derivative on
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¡ w\ =1 which satisfies a Lipschitz condition there. With this restric-

tion we can prove

Theorem 3. Let Q be a bounded Jordan region with a smooth bound-

ary and let the family {SM} be such that the associated parameter family

satisfies (#). Then the Lagrange interpolation operators are uniformly

bounded on closed subsets of 0.

The proof of this theorem is somewhat technical and is presented

as two lemmas.

We begin by observing that

W-;*]|| = ZI«.(»)I U'Cn'X*-*00)!-1.
(»\ , (n)s

I w-W I   I »n v
t—1

On any closed subset of fi, the factor | z—z*(n)| is bounded uniformly

away from zero, and, by Theorem 2, we have |wB(z)/cB|—>1 uni-

formly. Thus it is sufficient to consider

= ±c\ ft c/\zï>-zr\\
*=1       V j-l; .if** '

= c±\ ft i-r—nrj ft i «*~-~n ||

where we have written z(")=^(wtn)), k = \, 2, • • • , n, m = 1, 2, • • ■ .

Lemma 1. If the parameter family {Tin)} satisfies (*), then

lim sup X)   H    | «>«    — Sty   |_1 á 1.
»-»» t—lj~l;i^k

Proof. For notational convenience we will no longer explicitly

indicate the dependence of ztn), wtn\ and 4"' on n. Define t„+k = 1 +tk

lor lg:k¿n. Then using the fact that Ijjt-Î | l—exp(27rífe/«)| =n
and (#), we have for sufficiently large integers n,

n n

I(n) =^2   H    \wk — Wj |-1
¡t-l j^lxjfA

J_  »      "     ¡       1 - exp(2fij/n)

m i_i¿-¿¡¿a11 — exp[27rî'(4+; — tk)]\

^-t   ft    {l+~Ly-/»-^-|}.
M   k~lj-l;jfík    \ J H  \J
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Next, set e* = «| i*+1— /* — l/w|, k = l, 2, ■ ■ -, 2n — l, and note that

since e„+k = €k for fe = l, 2, - - • , n — 1, the quantity XX i ek+i-i is in-

dependent of k for 1 |Hm, and its value, call it e, approaches zero

as n tends to infinity by (#). We suppose n to be taken so large that

0^e<l and since the lemma is trivial if e = 0, we assume «>0. Then

n\tk+i-tk-j/n\ g ]Cm-i«A+*.-i. and thus,

I      n / n-1   I   p     j -l\

/(»)á-Zarpas-    L*+-i Ï
n k=i \ >-.i J L t»=i J/

= — E exp < 2 e4fm_!    Z ~  f
W    i=l 1 m=l L ;'=m     J   J)

Applying a version of Holder's inequality, we obtain

r/W   '-1           Til",        "^    -l"" ^ exp e (1 + n"X )
I(n) Ik n     exp e 1J.   1 +   ¿^ m á-;

*-i L m=l        J 1 — e

which completes the proof. (The author thanks the referee for point-

ing out an error in the proof of a somewhat stronger version of this

lemma.)

Lemma 2. If Ü is a bounded Jordan region with a smooth boundary

and if the parameter family associated with {S(n)} satisfies (#), then

there is a constant M such that

n
c(w¡

GO (n).

Wk    )

$(W(n>)   _  $(w(n))
á m,    k = i, ,n,    n = 1, 2,

Proof. The technique used in the proof of this lemma is a familiar

one. After taking the logarithm of the product, we estimate the re-

sulting sum by interpreting it as a Riemann sum and comparing it

with an appropriate integral.

For each integer k,k = l,2, • • ■ , n, we define

*t(w) =
$(w) — $(w*)

c(w — wk)

= &(wk)/c,

W **= Wk,      \w\   g£ 1,

W = Wk,

and observe that ^* is holomorphic in \w\ >1 and continuous in

| w\ = 1. By the Cauchy integral theorem (cf. [l] and [5, Lemma 2.2])

we have
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(2) /log *k(e2rit)dt = 0.
0

Since <£' is Lipschitzian on |w| =1, it follows that ipk(t) = 1&k(e2*it)

is absolutely continuous on O^i^l. By a result of [7, Equations (6)

ff.], we have for any family { TM} satisfying (#) the inequality

à   log | Mt,) |  + log | #(w„)/c |   - n f   log | Mt) | dt
j-l-.ffák J 0

S M f    — log|^(0 ||dt,
Jo i dt

where M is a constant independent of k and n. Therefore, making use

of (2) and the hypothesis that |d>'| is bounded above and away from

zero, the proof of the lemma will be completed by showing that the

quantity

J o \ dt
dt

is uniformly bounded for k — 1, • • • , n, and all n. However, this fol-

lows from

Btú  \ min  | $'(w) | i      f
I M=i ;     J o I

<  min  | $'(w) | >    ,

d
—Mt)
dt

dt

ir*K
<-
'   2c

where K is the Lipschitz constant for $'.

We remark that this proof also works if the condition that €>' be

Lipschitzian is replaced by the condition that |$"(w)| log+ |$>"(w)|

is integrable on | w\ — 1. In this case, the uniform estimate on the Bk

is obtained by appealing to a theorem of Hardy and Littlewood [3,

p. 102].

4. Examples. The condition on the family {5(n)} imposed here is

the weakest possible in the sense that if the o(n~l) on the right-hand

side of (#) is replaced by 0(w-1), then the Lagrange interpolation

polynomials need not converge to the Cauchy integral of the func-

tion. As an example, take T to be the unit circle, 5(n) the set of «

points consisting of the (« + l)th roots of unity with z = l removed,

and f(z) = 1/z. Then with the notation introduced above,
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¿ß_i-_il./£| '  _±|} +
*-l M|        I *_i I M + 1 Mil

3
;£-
"   M+l

However,

r 1 r , 1       ( W„(Z) )

Ln\f;z\=Ln[\/z;z}=-h-——\,
z   I        co„(0) )

which converges to l/(z —1) as n increases to infinity, whereas the

Cauchy integral of / is zero.
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